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I N'I'HODUCTI ON 
The sands of The Waste Land have blown far and wid~ 
and settled on an infinite number of pages of literature. 
Perhaps no work since Dante's pi v:i:...ne Comedy has been so 
often quoted, alluded to, or imitated by poets, novelists, 
and dramatists as has Eliot's poem. 
Beyond its direct influence on other writers, it has 
been important to the literary scene in other ways. For 
nearly half a century scholars have discussed its meaning, 
and critics have discussed its echoes in other works of 
literature. Karl Shapiro makes a succinct a~d significant 
statement concerning the influence of the poem. He says 
that shortly after its publication, it was made the "sacred 
cow of modern poetry and the object of more pious literary 
nonsense than any modern work save the Cantos of Pound."1 
The tone of the poem has often been imitated. In his 
discussion of this aspect of Waste Land influence, Edwin M. 
Moseley says, 
••• Eliot's The Waste Land has turned out to have 
a tremendous infiuence on writers since 1922 .••. 
It became the handbook of despair for an entire decade 
of writers. • 11 2 
Random 
Novel 
1Karl Shapiro, In Defense of Ignorance (New York: 
House, 1960), p. 58. 
2Edwin M. Moseley, Pseudonyms of Christ in the Modern 
(LP·P~7: University Of Pittsburg Press, 1952;:-p. 114. 
2 
Eliot flatly denied that his intention had been to express 
d~spair, for in Selected Essays, he said, 
. • • when I wrote a poem called 'rhe Waste Land s0me of 
the more app:r'ovine; critics said that I had. expressed the 
'disillusionment of a gener·atlon,' which is nonsense. I 
may have expressed for them their illusion of being dis-
'illusioned, but that did not form part of my intention.3 
In ~pite of Eliot's statement, the poem was considered in 
the Twenties, and still is regarded by many, as "the most 
powerful single statement of the aridity of the world between 
the wars."4 When writers found in The Waste Land what they 
considered to .be a most graphic picture of their own materi-
alistic society, when they found what they felt was an 
honest, lucid, and bitter comment on the loss of ultimate 
values, they made of the poem a stepping stone in their own 
expression of post-World War I disillusionment. 
Innumerable articles have been written concerning the 
debt other writers owe to Eliot's poem. For example, Donna 
Gerstenberc;er's 11 Steinbeck's American Waste Land" (Modern 
Fiction Studies, XI, Spring 1965) shows how John Steinbeck 
.took the poem as his frame of reference when he sought to 
portray the moral wasteland of contemporary existence in The 
Winter of Our Discontent. Ward Miner examines Fatilkner 1 s 
------ -- -·-- ----~----
3T. S. Eliot, Selected Essays (London: Faber & 
Faber, Ltd., 1951), p:-]b~ 
4walter Blair, et al (eds.), An Anthology and~ 
Eistory: The Literature of the United States (Chicago: Scott, 
Foresman and Company, 19~):-P. 1070: 
-,-----------~-----·--------------------- -· ··-- ·--·- ·-··--···-·---·-·--·--··---··-···--·------- .. --·---------------· 
3 
'Haste Land parallels in ri'he World of William F'aulkner (New 
York: Grove Press, 1959). R. W. Stallman's "The Sun Also 
lUses--But No Bells Hinc;" in The Houses rrhat James Built 
and Other Literary Studies (Lansing: Michigan State Univer-
sity Press, 1958) discusses Hemingway's borrowings from 
Eliot. Richard P. Adams in "Sunrise Out of The Waste Land" 
('I'ulane Studies in English, IX, 1959) quotes from four ma,jor 
Hemingway novels in order to show the heavy debt which he 
feels- that Hemingway owes to Eliot. 
This essay demonstrates how three popular writers 
of the twentieth century have created novels that contain 
echoes of Eliot's poem. They are F. Scott Fitzgerald's 
The Great Gatsby (1925), Ernest Hemingway's The Sun Also 
. Rises ( 1926), and John Steinbeck's rro .§:. God Unk~ ( 1933). 
I chose these particular novels because they exemplify 
widely different and distinctive echoes of the poem. 
Fitzgerald's use of waste land imagery is ~e~dily perceptible 
and most effective in defining and summing up the temper of 
the Jazz Age in America. Hemingway's borrowing lies princi-
pally in parallel characterization (Jake Barnes as the 
F'isher King is-the outstanding example) and in depicting a 
morally and spiritually bankrupt world by showing that a 
satisfactory sexual relationship between man and woman is 
impossible. Steinbeck's borrowing is unique. His novel 
not only contains the Fisher King figure, desert land 
..-------~------:----·--------------------------------·--·---~ ----··· -------~----·-·--······------------- ---·--------------------
4 
imagery, water motif, and the quest theme, but his protagonist, 
' 
Joseph Wayne, like Eliot's Fisher King-Tiresias protagonist, 
j_s able to metamorphose from one "personage" into another. 
Steinbeck's borrowings are not used by him for the purpose of 
depicting the world of the Twenties, or of any era. He may 
have done no more than build upon a piece of literature from 
the immediate past as IUiot had done from the more remote past 
when he created The Waste Land. 'rhere _is aJ.so a possibility 
that Steinbeck disagrees with some of Eliot's philosbphical 
ideas and playfully chides the poet for harboring them. 
In showing the influence of the poem on three impor-
tant American novelists, perhaps this essay will disprove 
Karl Shapiro's statement that "at no point in the career of 
Eliot has there been the slightest indication of a literary 
following,") and will furnish proof that Robert E. Knoll's 
statement regarding the influence of The Waste Land is a 
valid one: 
What Jhe Rape o:f the Lock was to the Augustans and 
Tintern Abbey to the Homantics, The Waste Land has 
become to tbe Moderns. It is inescapable.o-
5shapiro, op. cit., p. 37 •. 
6Robert E. Knoll (ed.), Storm Over The Waste Land· 
(Chicago: Scott, B,oresman and Company-;-1g6'J:iT; Introduction, I., 
n.p. 
,----------------------------------------~- ----·--···-·-·-·-·- --------------- --------- -- . ----- ---------------------
--- ~ 
CHAPTER I 
~f.liiF. GI-1ENI' GA'I'SBY ( 1925) 
One is not forced to search for echoes ofT. S. Eliot's 
poem in F. Scott Fitzgerald Is novel, rrhe Great Gatsby. The 
Waste Land lma~ery is obvious, the tone bf the novel is quite 
similar to that of rrhe vVaste Land, and some of Fitzgerald's 
characters bear marked resemblances to those created by Eliot. 
A reciprocal admiration exi. sted between Fitzgerald and 
Eliot. rrhe close affinity of The Great Gatsby to 'l'he VVaste 
Land has been the subject of much critical writing. John W. 
1 Bicknell says that Fitzgerald knew the poem almost by heart. · 
A. E. Dyson remarks that The Waste Land exerted a tremendous 
influence on F. Scott Fitzgerald and that "T •. S. Eliot found 
himself as moved and interested by 'l,he Great Gatsby as he had 
been by any novel for a very long time. 112 Lionel •rrilling 
says that it is the ideographic technique which gives the 
novel an affinity with The Waste Land.3 
1John VJ. Bicknell, 11 'l'he Wasteland of F. Scott Fitzgerald," 
Virginia Q,uarterly Review, XXX (Autumn, 19~4), p. 557. · · · 
2A. E. Dyson, "The Great Gatsby: Thirty-six Years After," 
F. Scot1 Fitzgerald: A-cQliection o~ Critical Ess~, Arthur 
Mi zener, editor (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), 
pp. 112, 113. 
3Lione1 rrrilllng, "F. Scott Fitzgerald, II F. Scott 
· Fi tz13era1d: f2 Collectio_l2 of Cr1_!ical Easays, Art;hurMizener, 
editor (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1963), p. 18. 
6 
The novelist introduces the first, the most.obvious, 
. j 
and the most pervasive Waste Land echo at the beginning of 
·chapter II vvhere the stretch of land half-way between West 
F.:gg and New York is described as that "certain desolate area 
of land . a valley of ashes--a fantastic farm where 
ashes groY.1 like wheat ridges and hills and grotesque gardens; 
where ashes talre the forms· of houses and chimneys and rising 
smoke. • . • "L~ 'Nhen he descr·ibes Main Street (where the 
Wilson r,arar,e which figures so prominently in the story is 
located), Fitzgerald refers to the area of land bordering the 
street as "waste land" ( 2l1.) • 
Bicknell comments on the tremendous importance of the 
syrnbols and j_maccs of waste to the novel's total effect and 
notes how very liko Eliot's the description of the "certain 
desolate area of land!! is--in tone and implication: 11 Ii'rom 
the outset, the landscape is charged with symbolic overtones." 
The reader senses at once that the valley of ashes repre-
·sents more than mere physical ashheaps when Tom and Nick 
leave the traJ.n so that Nick may meet Tom's "girl." As the 
story progresses, the valley of ashes becomes a force of 
desolation which physically touches many inanimate objects 
4F. Scott Fitzc;erald, The Great Gatsby (New York: 
Charles Scribner 1 s Sons, 1953),-p-.. 23. All subsequent 
references to this edition are incorporated in the text. 
)Bicknell, loc. cit. 
5 
------~-~-~------~~~---~ ---~--~-~---- ---~-
7 
and spiritually touches many human beings. The valley of 
ashes supplies a "trail of ashes" leading to the all-night 
restaurant on the same street as the Wilson garage (24); from 
the valley of ashes came the gray dust that covers the 
"wreck of a Ford which crouched in a dim corner" of what Nick 
regards as only a 11 shadow of a garag~( 25L; from the valley,------'o~f~-­
ashes came the "wJ-:dte ashen dust that veiled his f.George 
Wilson'E-7 dark suit and his pale hair" (26); its "spasms of 
bleak dust" spread even to the "scrawney Italian child" who 
sets off Fourth of July fireworks along the railroad track 
(26). In the gray dust from the valley of ashes Fitzgerald 
has a more potent symbol of desolation, futility, and death 
than Eliot has in "dust" from the "dead land," for ashes are 
matter reduced to complete worthlessness, and the colbr 
itself is symbolic of neutralization, depression, inertia, 
indifference, spiritual sterility. 6 Fitzgerald uses the 
adjective gray to describe both things and people. The land 
is gray, the men who work on the railroad are ash-gray, the 
line of railroad cars are gray (23). Fitzgerald's valley of 
ashes is analogous to Eliot's "Valley of Dr~r Bones, the Waste 
6J .• E. Cirlot, A Dictiona:r::;y: of Symbols. 'l'rans. Jack 
Sage (New York: Philosophical Library, 1962), p. 52. See also 
Isaiah 53:2 where the prophet is complaining about the lack 
of faj.th among the chosen of God and uses the term 11 dry 
ground" to describe their spiritual sterility. It seems 
highly probable that both Eliot and Fitzgerald were familiar 
with this passage of scripture. · 
~~---------:-----~=·-==-=---__ -____ --:c:_-___ - ___ - __ ----------·--·---·--·· 
8 
·Land; the dusty replj_ ca of modern society, 11 where . the people 
are spiritually dead.7 
Important to the Gatsby story and suggestive of The 
Waste Land nre the eyes of Doctor r.l1 • J. F.ckleburg. At certain 
crucial moments in Lhe story, the giant signboard plastered 
with an advertisement foY spectacles comes into view. The 
eyes are described as "brooding over the solemn dumping 
ground" ( 23); as having a "persistent stare" (when ':Pom and 
Nick stop off so that Nick can meet Tom 1 s,mistr~ss) (24); as 
"exchanging a frown" with Tom (26); as "faded" (when the 
group pass on their way to the city) (122); as having "kept 
their vigil" over the e;iant ashheaps (124); and as having 
."just emerged, pale and enormous, from the dissolving night" 
(i6o). Much critical interest has centered on the eyes of 
D6ctor T. J. Eckleburg that stare out from the oculist's 
sign. Some critics have heard an echo from The Waste Land 
i:h this image, and others have not. Bicknell is one who 
.has. In "The Was tel and of F. , Scott Ii'i tzgerald, 11 he cites 
what he considers to be relevant lines from Eli6t's poem: 
What ar·e the roots that clutch, what branches grow 
Out of this stony rubbish~ Son of man, 
You cannot say, or guess, for you Jmow only 
A heap of broken images, where the sun beats 
And the dead tree gives no shelter ••• (11. 19-23). 
rrben he comments on certain aspects of the novel which he 
?Bicknell, loc cit. 
feels are re~ated in torie and theme: 
. The camera focuses on the monstrous image of an 
oculist's billboard--the blue and gigantic eyes of 
Doctor '.L J. :Scldebur·g, which "look out of no face," 
but from "a pair of enormous yellow spectacles," and 
"dimmed a little by many paintless days over sun and 
rain, brood on over the solemn dumping ground." This 
grotesque imac;e, reappearing throughout the story, 
eventually becomes a symbol of what God has .become in 
th€l-mG4&-P-l'l__l,'.Le-:P-1-~lua-R-a-l-1--see-1-ng-ae-i-ty--~i-REl.-i-f'-f'e-r>eB.-t , 
faceless, blind. 
9 
Bicknell's contention that the image becomes a s.vmbol of the 
God of tho modern world seems reasonable enough. He fails, 
however, to cor:nnent on the paleness of the eyes as they are 
seen for the last time in the novel by Michaelis and Wilson-- .,v 
at a crucial moment in V'lilson' s life, a moment in which he 
most needs the feeling that God does indeed see and care. 
Nor does Bicknell comment on the significant yellow color of 
the spectacles through which tho eyes look. Yellow is 
traditionally symbolic of degradation, treason, and jealousy.9 
These are qualities possessed by the people (Myrtle, Tom, 
Daisy, and, perhaps, Jordan) who pass before the enormous 
spectacled eyes. These _are qualities that God sees when He 
looks upon the inhabitants of the modern waste land. 
Yellow appears in a number of other places in Ga!_~~ 
and always in connection with degradation, deception, 
treachery, and the like. Nick gets drunk for the.first tJme 
8Dicknell, op. cit., p. 557. 
9aeorc;e Ferguson, Signs and Symbols in Christian Art 
(New York: Oxford 1Jniversity.Press, l9S9), p. 92. 
__ /./ 
10 
at the sordid.party in Myrtle's apartment. He is both 
"enchanted" and "repelled" by the newness of the experience and 
by the unsavory people and their actions. He imagines that the 
"line of yellow windows .[In Myrtle's apartmeny must have con-
tributed their share of human secrecy to the casual watcher in 
the darkenine;.streets 11 (36). The "casual watcher" suggests the 
eyes of Doctor T. J. Eckleburg and the "indifferent" eyes of 
God of which Bicknell speaks. Nick notices that as the lights 
grow brir;hter in Gatsby 1 s garden, the orchestra plays "yellow 
cocktail music" (1.~0), and moral standards begin to grow 
weaker. A pair of stage twins, who come to Gatsby's house 
to have a good time because it is the one place where discre-
tion can be ignored, are referred to several times as "the 
girls in twin yellow dresses" (42-44). Their devastating 
gossip concerriing the host has no factual foundation; they 
suggest that Gatsby is a murderer or a German spy--or both 
(44). The car ·that Tom lies to George Wilson about, brags 
to him that he has bought, the car that carries the ·illicit 
lovers away from New York, and that turns into the murder 
car is yellow (123). The color of the car is mentioned so 
frequently that the fact becomes indelibly stamped upon the 
·mind. The. reason for the repetition must lie in the tradi-
tionally symbolic meaning of the color. When Gatsby e;oes to 
his death, he is described asshouldering a pneumatic mattress 
and disappearing "among the yellovving trees" (162). There 
~~------------------:==-=-=-=---~-~-----~~-----------------------------------------
11 
are at least two reasons for this reiterated image: 
Fitzgerald was conscious of the symbolic meaning of the color, 
and he wished to tie these several offensive incidents to the 
glasses of Doctor T. J. Eckleburg and to what the eyes of the 
Doctor fi[!ure look out upon. The pe0ple who fall under the 
vision of his eyes are as impudent, rebellious, j_rrellgious 
as those who inhabit the world of Ezekiel, and they live in a 
waste land that is analogous to the valley of dry bones and 
broken lmages to which the poem alludes. 
The giant biLLboard is a physical, visible symbol of 
the God of the modern world that is only suggested in Eliot's 
rrhe Waste Land. If there is a God jn the poem, He is so far 
removed from the hearts and minds of men that only a charla-
tan fortune teller with a wicked pack of cards even makes 
mention of His possible existence. And she simply remarks: 
10 11 I do not find/ The Hanged Man." The Hanged Man occupies 
an important place in the poem, for he is both the hanged-god 
of classical myth and the crucified Savior of Christian myth. 
The vulgar fortune teller's sayi.ng that she does not find the 
card is the same as saying that the Hanged Man cannot be 
seen. When Christ, the resurrected God, returned to walk 
beside t}:le disciples on the road to Emmaus (Luke 24), He was 
lO,r. s. Eliot, The Waste Land, The Complete Poems and 
Plays 1909-1950 (New York: Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc., 
1952) '-11.- 5[~5. 
;;c==~-----.--------------c-====--=-===------~-- ~~------- -~-~~--- -~~-- ---- ~- -- -------
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not recognized by them because they did not believe in the 
resurrection. That His sacrifice was futile then, that He 
is ineffectual now in the modern waste land is the implica-
tion. In Pitze;erald's waste land, the "wild wae; of an "'"";::"· 
oculist" who erected the sir,n and either 11 san1{ down . . . 
into e t e rna 1 b l i ndne s s ,,_o--_r--_____._.__..'------'."-------'m=. =o_._v_,__e_--d.___.-a=----"'_,__.,.'1 ay 11 i s s ym b o 11 c of 
·all the inhabitants of the waste land. They have "moved 
away" (rejected God), or they have sunk into the state of 
everlasting spiritual blindness with which Eliot's poem is 
concerned~ 
If, as Bicknell said, Fitze;orald know the poem almost 
by heart, it is more than possible that he also had in mind 
the epigraph of Tho Waste Land when he created the giant 
billboard with the eyes of Doctor Eckleburg on it and 
suspended it "above the gray land," above "the spasms of 
bleal\: dust which dr:i.ft endlessly over it" ( 23). -_He thus 
made of Doctor Eckleburg a hanged-god, after the pattern 
of classical myth in the poem. In The 'Nasta Land, the j_mage 
of the hanr.;ed-god makes its first appearance in the form of 
the wizened remains of the ancient Sibyl. A hanged-god is 'V,/ 
one that is suspended between heaven and earth, having been 
endowed with the coveted gift of imm~rtality. 11 In explaining 
11
sir James George Frazer, ~-'he New Golden Bough (New 
York: Criterion Books, 1959), pp. "5B7-)[J8 .-·- -
~----=,--~-~~-----------,----------~--- ---- ----
the myth, Sir James George Frazer says that · 
the rema:i.ns of the deathless Sibyl are said to have 
been preserved in a ,jar or urn wh:i.ch hung ln a temple 
of Apollo at Cumae; and when a group of merry children, 
tired, perhaps, of playing ln the sunny streets, sought 
tho sho.de oi' tho ·bamplo t1.:nd a.mused t.hemsel ve s by ga. the r-
ing underneath the familiar ,jar and calling out, "Sibyl, 
what do you wish"? a hollow voice, like !:3-n echo, used 
to answer from the urn, "I w1sh to die."l2 
!!---------J~.-J-.-~ .. G-S-e-t-€-l-1-s----:1=1-e¥!-i-t-B-a-p-}3-e-rJ.-e-d-t-l1-a-t-t-he-S-i-b-y-l-wa-s-plxt-:tr1t-o 
the jar in the first place. Accordj.ng to Ovid, Rose says, 
Apollo would have made the prophetess, Sibyl, immortal if 
she had yielded to him. Since she would not, he bade her 
choose whatever she liked, and she asked to live as many 
years as she held grains of dust in her hand. Too late, she 
realized that she had not asked to continue young, and as 
she still would hot grant the god h~r favors, she gradually 
13 
shrivelled up until, toward the end of her life of a thousand 
-years (the number• of the grains of dust in her hand), she 
was, according to the popular account, reduced to a tiny 
thing which was hung up in a bottle and could only tell the 
children that she would like to die. 13 
In addition to their being hanged-gods, there are 
other important correspondences between Doctor T. J. 
Eckleburg and the ancient Sibyl. First is their relationship 
12Ibid. 
E. p. 
13rr. J. Rose, A Handbook of Greek Mytholog1 (New York: 
Dutton & Company,-frp'ij'),pp:- 1[~3-lL~. ' 
-;-=~~~------------------------------------------- --~-- --------,---~--------------
to dust. She holds grains of d~st in her hand, and he broods 
over a whole valley of ashes with its "spasms of bleak dust" 
(23)~ Both have s~perrtatural powers. She is a prophetess, 
as her name implies. Doctol" .E.cklebure;, with eyes that have 
retinas one yard high, 11 'sees everything,'" according to George 
Wilson (160). Both experience loss of power. The Sibyl 
shrivels until she all but disappears, and her voice is 
reduced to a tiny whisper. The destructive elements of sun 
and rain erode away the image of tho Doctor until h:i.s eyes 
become faded and pale. His vision is impaired. His face can 
scarcely be seen by the inhabitants of the modern waste land. 
The weak voice and reduced size of the Sibyl and the faded 
and pale eyes of Doctor Eckleburg correspond to the bad cold 
of Madame Sosostris, a character in The Waste Land. Madame 
Sosostris uses the Tarot pack (once used for the important 
function of predicting the rise of the life-giving waters of 
the Nile) for shoddy fortune-telling. These three figures 
serve as a reminder that religious messengers or oracles_have 
lost much of their power and insight, have become as ineffec-
tual as Doctor Eckleburg who is nothing but an "advertisement" 
in the spiritually arid contemporary world. The Sibyl might 
have beco171e the instrument by whi.ch the waste land of the 
legend was restored to fertility (as the Gr~il-bearer, she, 
by the act of sexual intercourse with the Quester, would 
have broken the curse of infecundity), and Doctor Eckleburg, 
15 
symbol of God, might have restored the modern waste land to 
spirituality. Eliot shows the Sibyl as ineffectual, and 
Fitzgerald shows Doctor Eckleburg as ineffectual--scarcely 
v161bl~ in the dissolving night (160). 
An echo of the Satyricon of Petronius--from which 
Eliot derived the epigraph of 'l'he Waste Land--can be heard in 
N:l ck 1 s remark tb.a t Ga tsby 1 s "'career as 11 rimalchio was over 1 " 
(113). It would be difficult to determine how familiar 
Fitzgerald was with the work of tho ancient Roman, but he must 
have understood that in the epigraph to The Waste Land, Eliot 
was setting the stage for rape, seduction, intrigue, and eso-
teric sexual adventures in high and low life in the modern 
waste land. In all three settings--the world of the Satyricon, 
of Eliot's 'J'Jaste Land, and of Fitzgerald's Gatsby--there is 
sensuality without joy, satiety without fulfillment, degra-
dation without grief or horror because of it. The characters 
of all three worlds lack the feeling of being alive and a 
sense of good and evil. In all three worlds, luxury tries 
to tease.the satiated senses into the appearance of life. 
In all three worlds, the safe and tried and true standards 
of the individual culture have been invalidated by one force 
or another. 14 
14These ideas concerninr, Eliot's reason for affixing 
a quote from Petroni us' ,Satyri .. ~sm to ld s poem are gleaned 
Some of the people in Fitzgerald's novel not only 
have identical elements of character but even speak like 
those :Ln the poem. Fox' example, Daisy, the idle soclety 
woman who.·is so bored with life, says, "'What'll we do with 
ourselves this afternoon? and the day after that, and the 
next thlrty years?'" (118). Her question is almost a para-
16 
-------
phrase of three lines in the poem which are spoken by 
another wealthy [-Jnd bored society woman: "'What shall I do 
now? 'J'Jhat· shall I do?/. . What shall we do ·tomorrow?/ 
What shall Vle ever do?'" 15 ~:he answer to both questions is 
"Nothing." 'l'here seems to be nothj_ng more constructive for 
the wealthy woman in the poem to do than to bathe at ten, 
"play a game of chess," and wait for a "knock upon the 
door.n 16 Daisy's life differs only slightly from that of the 
neurasthenic society matron. She does not play chess but 
spends her days in even more futile pursuits. She lies on 
"an enormous couch" (115) as lifeless as an idol and drinks 
prohibition liquor. Ther-e is no mention of a bath at ten 
for Daisy, but she is uttsrly ridiculous when she suggests 
that the New York party hire five bathrooms in the city so 
from an excellent article by Helen H. Bacon, entj_ tled "The 
Sibyl in the Bottle," which appears in the Virginia Quarterl~ 
Review, XXXIV (1958), pp. 262-276. 
l5rniot, rrhe W:=uJto ~' 11. 130-lJLj .. 
l6Ib5.d., 11. 135-138. 
17 
they can bathe. Vihen she asks what they should do with them-
selves for the next thirty years, as does the woman in The 
\:Vasta Land, she is sugp_;esting that they are waiting for the 
knock of death upon the door. It does not seem that 
Fitzr,erald could have chosen a more expressive word than 
"nothing" to describe his assessment of Daisy,_'_.s.,__v_._a=l=u=e~·----~~ ll-----------' '\-/--
Nick says, 111 I left him ffiatsb.z7 standing there in the moon-
light watching over nothing /J5ais.z7'" (146). 
Almost from the moment that Daisy is introduced in the 
novel, the reader sees certain similarities between her and 
"Belladonna, Lady of the Rocks.n Daisy has been "a lady .of 
situations" for a long time. Jordan tells Nick about how 
the eighteen-year-old Daisy Fay was so lmmen::.;ely popular with 
the young off:i.cers from Camp rraylor, how they demanded the 
pr:i.vilege.of monopolizing Daisy "'anyways, for an hour!'" (73). 
Jordan also tells Nick about Daisy's popularity with the 
rich, wild, young crowd in Chicago. She says that Daisy had 
i'ound out that by remaining sober when everyone else is so 
intoxicated that they do not see or care, it is possible to 
time any little personal irregularity and come out of it with 
an unspotted reputation (78, 79). A reader who is well 
acquainted·with Eliot's poem and who knows of Fitzgerald's great 
admiration for it should realize that the constant reference to 
Daisy's seductive speaking voice and the description of her 
·siren-like singing voice (109) are part of the novelist's 
~~~~~~-------------~ .·~~·_ ·---~~c==----~-~---~----~~-------~--~-------~--~----~---------------===---------~~ ---
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art of characterization, that he is suegesting that Daisy is 
a modern siren, the-counterpart of Eliot's 11 Bell.adonna, Lady 
of the Hocks, 11 and that she will lure the unsuspecting Gatsby 
to his doom. Fi tze;erald is simply pursuing the myth of the 
sirens further when he has Gatsby's death occur while Gatsby 
reclines on a rubber raft in his swimming pool. 
Tom is a composite of the Waste Land Albert and 
Apene~k Sweeney, a character who appears in several poems by 
Eliot, 17 and whose name has become a common symbol of lust-
ful man--more animal than human. Tom j_ s so exceedingly 
promiscuous that Nick, who is not without spot or blemish, 
calls him 11 'a libertine'" (131). Just three months after Tom's 
marriage to Daisy, he is involved in a car,wreck--with a 
Santa Barbaro.. Hotel chambermaid. He seems to have difficulty 
in remaining chaste for a whole evening at a time. At Gatsbyts 
party, which he attends only because he is "perturbed at 
Daisy's running around alone" (105), he leaves Daisy and Nick 
ostensibly to join another interestine; croup for supper. 
First, Daisy offers him a pencil in case he wants to take 
down any addresses, and then she looks the Rituation over and 
remarks that the girl is " 1 common but quite pretty' 11 ( 107). 
Tom's insistence upon displaying Myrtle o.nd the apartment he 
l7Apeneck Sweeney is in "Mr. Eliot's Sunday Morning 
Service, 11 "Sweeney Among the Nightingales," The Waste Land, 
and "Fragment of an Ac;on.tt 
~~-~------~------~==-~-~~---------~------------------------------~--------- --------------------
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maintains .for her to his wife's cousin shows clearly that Tom 
regards the sex act as "a good time." When the Waste Land 
·group--Bill, Lou, and Niay--discuss Albert as a man who "wants 
s. e;ood tlme" and will ha.vo it--abortion or no· a.bol'tion, 
18 children or no children, in marriage or out o.f marriage, 
they sound as though they are talking about Tom Buchanan's 
attitudes. 
Tom. resembles Apeneck (a name that suggests an animal- '----------~ 
like physical body) Sweeney--both morally and physically. 
Tom is described as havin[?; 11 a body capable o.f enormous 
leverage," "a cruel body" (17). At one time, he is respon-
sible .for Daisy's badly bruised finger, and she complains 
that he inflicts physical pain without even realizing that 
he does so. In the middle o.f a sentence in which she calls·· 
him 111 a brute o.f a man, a great, big, hulking physical speci-
men,' 11 he interrupts her and violently objects to her use o.f 
the word hulking in ~eference to him. 
Tom's likeness to Sweeney goes deeper than the mere 
· · physical, .for just as surely as the ·"sound o.f horns and 
motors ••• shall.bring Sweeney to Mrs. Porter in the 
19 
spring," ~J.lom Buchanan will return again and again to Myrtle 
Wilson--for whom he maintains an apartment in the city. 
18Eliot, 'rhe Waste Land, 1. 11+8. 
19Ibid., 11. 197-198. 
Sweeney is somewhat more repulsive than Tom and more 
reprehensible, since he is directly responsible for murder 
while rrom is only indirectly so. 20 Al thour,h throe graphic 
20 
adjectives are used in the description of Tom's "hard mouth," 
hiS 11 SUp€"::!._'_?iliOUS manner, II and his 11 arror;ant eyes, II (17) 
the reader is scarcely_prepared for the inhumane act of· 
.------
manipulating the half-deranged puppet, Ge6rge Wilson, into 
a mental state so that he kills Gatsby for a crime that Tom 
was actually guilty of. Also, Tom is to blame for the 
subsequent suicide of the pathetic little man who could not 
bear the burden of the lies Tom had told him. Tom is 
indirectly responsible for three deaths--a murder victim, a 
suicide, and an automobile fatality (for he allowed Myrtle 
to think the yellow ~ar wis his, a misconceptioh that resulted 
in her running headlong into it because she expected him to 
be the driver and to stop for her). 
Meyer Wblfsheim, a minor figure in the novel, is 
perhaps fashioned after a Waste Land character. He is a 
11 small, flo.t-nosed Jew, 11 a repulsive man with hairy ·nostrils 
and a qui verj_nr:; "trn.e;l c nose." He is a symbol of the money-
grubbing, exploiting element in contemporary life, ancl he is 
20In "Fra{Sment of an Agon, 11 T. S. Eliot, The Complete 
Poem_E. ~1d Pl~~ l2Q2-1<)50 (New York: Harcourt, Brace~--
' World, Inc., 19521, pp:-B'0-82, Sweeney lectures to a whore 
about life and death, and recalls that he once knew a man 
who "did a girl in" and then kept her in a bath tub "with a 
gallon of lysol 11 in it. 11here is every reason to suspect 
that Sweeney is recounting a personal experience. He shows 
his utter disregard for human life. 
cut f:r•om the same bolt as Mr. F:ugenides, the 'vVaste Land 
Smyrna merchant. Significantly, he mentions his admiration 
for 111 the old Metropole' 11· and suggests that Nick and Gatsby 
and he dine there (70),· as in The Waste Land Mr. Eugen:l.des 
. 21 
invites the protagonist to a "weekend at the Metropole." 
21. 
Accordj_ng to Cleanth Brooks, Eliot s?.id that in his \/ 
poem sexual impotence and sexual infertillty are symbolic of 
spiritual sterility, and he insisted that 11 a knowledge of 
this symbollsm is essential for an understanding of the 
. ?2 
·poem."'- An entire section of The Waste Land, "A Game of 
Chess," is concerned w:ith human sexual relationships, and 
· the subject also appears in other places in the poem. The 
consensus is that a satisfactory sexual relationship is not 
possible in the contemporary waste land. Instead, there is 
·only abortion (Lil), neurasthenia (the wealthy society 
matron), rape (Philomela), prostitution (Mrs. Porter and her 
daughter), suicide (Dido), lust (Antony and Cleopatra), 
animal copulation (Sweeney), meehanical indifference (the 
typist), biological necessity (the young man carbuncular), 
homosexuality (Mr. Eug~nides), promiscuity (Belladonna).· If· 
we read Fitzeerald 1 s novel with the idea in mind that sexual 
21Eliot, The ·,:ifaste Land, 11. 214. 
22cleanth Brooks, ~~~~be Waste Land: Critique of the Myth, 11 
Modern Poetry ann the TradTtfo'i1lChapel Hill: University of 
North CarollnaPress,- 1C)3C)), p. 136. ' 
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infer·tili ty symbolizes spiritual sterility, and if we remember 
that Fitzgerald knew the poem almost by heart, we will see 
'l1he Gr~at Gatsby, at least in part, as a comment on the 
spiritual condition of tho world of the Twenties. ~itzgorald 
shows no satisfactory sexual relationships and only one fecund 
. 23 1 marrlage. Children are noticeably absent in poem and nove • 
In rJ'}Je Gr·eat Gatsby, there is one statement regarding a "gray 
scrawny Italian child" who is setting "Fourth of July torpe;.. 
does in a r·ow along the ral lroad track" ( 26) • 'l1he only other 
child who appears in the novel is the little daughter of 
Tom and Daisy. She makes obe insignificant appearance and is 
discussed on two occasions. Children are scarce or non-
existent in Tho Waste Land. Only Lil 1 s too much childbearing 
is mentioned, 21.~ and the speaker in "rrhe Burial of the Dead" 
section recalls the time ':''when we were children.' 112 ~ 
There are minor echoes of The Waste Land in The Great 
?6 . . 
Gatsl?_X that I have not cited,._ but I have endeavored to 
point out the majoJ:' ones as proof of the tremendous admira-
tion that Fitzgerald had for Eliot's poem and as pr6of of 
23According to Daisy's conversation with Nick, neither 
she nor Tom desired the one child they have. 
24Ellot, The ~aste Land, 1. 160. 
25Ib:i.d., 1. 13.· 
26Por example, the quest theme has been seen in 
Gatsby 1 s efforts to possess Daisy and in Nick's search for 
material success in the East. 
1·. 
1 
23 
hi~ borrowing from the poem for his prose portrayal of the 
wo~ld bf the Twonties. 27 The novel is often praised for its 
clear condemnation of a social order (gangsters, inherited 
Wealth, prohibition, rootlessness, jazz). Walt~r A~len, 
among others, has commended Fitzgerald for catching "exactly 
tho feel and quality of life at a specific time in a specific 
place." 28 Allen says that no fiction has been more success-
ful in defining and summing up a period than has The Great 
. 29 
G~_tsEx· 'rhis success is largely due, according to William 
Troy, to the fact that .1'1 i tzgorald 11 hi t upon something like 
Mr. Eliot's 'objective correlative' as a means of expressing 
dlsillusionment.u30 
The Great Gatsby has a right to take.its place along-
side ':Phe ~Vast~ Lan.9: as a powerful statement of the "aridity 
·of the world between the wars. 11 3l 
27Edwin M. Moseley, 11 Chrjst as the Missing Orient: 
Fitzgerald 1 s _The Great Ga tsby, 11 Pseudonyms .9.:£ Christ in the 
Modern Novel rz!i·P:.../ University of Pittsburg Press, 1962}, 
p. 130. Moseley comments on Fitzgerald's conscious and 
unconscious use of The Waste Land. He says that Fitzgerald, 
"with Eliot in mind-;-\va~vri tTng a prose Waste Land. 11 
28
walter Allen, The Modern Novel in Britain and the 
United States (New York: g.-P-:-Dutton & Company, InC':""; 1965), 
p. 183. 
29Ibid., p. 209. 
3°vHlliam Troy, "Scott Fitzgerald--the Authority of 
Failure," P. Scott Fitzrer?-ld: !::_Collection .2.f~ Criti<;:al Essays, 
Arthur Mizener, editor Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 
1963), p. 21. 
31
see footnote 4 in the Introduction to this essay. 
CHAP'fER II 
TI-IE SUN ALSO RISES ( 1926) 
·Philip Young cites instance after instance of 
He~ing0ay 1 s borrowing ideas from other writers but does not 
t---~~~~__,_,_,_,en_tj_ _ n_n_t_h_e_s_e_B_mingly_o_b_\LLo_us resemblance of- The Sun Als .... o.___c--_'X 
Rises to The Waste Land. 1 Geoffrey'Woore, however, in 
disc u.s sing Eliot's influence on _Hemingway, says that 
even if we did not know that Hemingway had read Eliot 
we might have guessed it, for he was sophisticated in 
literature ru1d his rejection of a certain kind of 
literary?approach did not come from his unfamiliarity 
with it.~ 
Moore further states, 
The Waste Land was the literary talk of the twenties. 
All of which is not to say that Jake Barnes is 
1Jemingway 1 s Fisher-King, for that would be to attribute 
to him an earnest imitation which was foreign to his 
nature.3 
This is in direct contradiction to Yo~ngts assertion that 
Hemincway is the greatest of imitators. Moore says, however, 
-that 
it would be wrong to believe that he ffiemingwa;z:7 was 
unaware of a parallel. Such an awareness is entirely 
lPhilip Young, Er~2-__est Hemi_ngv~~~ (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1963l, pp. 27-31. -
2Geoffrey Moore, 11 The Sun Also l-U ses: Notes Toward an 
Extreme Fiction, 11 Review of Eri[{Ifs11".I~iterature, IV (October, 
1962), p. 41. 
3·cl o'd' 
- )]. . 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~--=--=--=----==--=-=----- ~--------~---~--~ ~------~--~ ------------
in accord with his ironical and mocking approach to 
lire and literature. He will
1
,have it, and he will 
not have it at the same time.LJ· 
25 
However, Moore rinds proof that Hemingway knew Eliot's work 
in B111 Gorton's reference (in 'l'he Sun Also Rises) to the 
"epigraph from the Jew of Malta which Eliot uses for 
'Portrait of a Lady. 111 5 When Jake introduces Bill to Brett 
and tells her that he is a taxidermist, Bill replies, "'That 
was in another country ..•• And besides all the animals 
were clead.' 116 
Richard P.. Adams says that he cannot understand why 
-
such critics as Malcolm Cowley, Philip Young, and Carlos 
Baher have "shied away" from suc;gesting "anything like a 
direct influence" of Eliot on Hemingway. lie quotes from 
De::1.th :i.n the A.Ll.:_~:lrnoon, !);. I~'nr~~vell to Arms, !I.e~ the IUv~ 
,£"Q-3, Into the '.rro<~, n.nd '.L'he Su~ Also FUses to show the heavy 
debt w}tich he feels that Hemingway owes to Eliot and 
especially to The Waste Land.7 
' .' 
One must agree, however, with Philip Young's assertion 
that although 11 Heminr;way has taken a good deal from other 
l~I' . d Ol • 
6Ernest Hemingway, The Sun Also Rises (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 192b)~p.~ Alr-subsequent 
references to the novel are from this edition and are 
incorporated in the text. 
7n. h d "D Ad 11 S . t f rnh '~T t L d. II 
·lc ar .1.. ams, unrlse ou o .. L. e ·,1as ·e ~,
Tulane Enr;lish StucUe~, IX (19.59), pp. 119-r13. 
L: 
-,---==~~---c-c~------------------~-·-------~---~---------·---·-·-·-------··------~--~--~-~-------
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w~iters . . • with tho force of his personality and the skill 
of his craft, he has made vvhat he borrowed distinctly and 
undeniably his own. n 8 'l1h:i.s is particularly applicable to 
'.Phe ~1un .!\lso H:tsos in which echoes of 'l1he Waste Land are 
evel'JWhere apparent. - In fact, it seems to me ·that John W. 
BicKnell's assertion that Fitzgerald knew The W~ste Land ~ 
almost by heart might be said of Hemingway. Possibly he was 
so well acquainted w1th tho poem that he employed a number >< 
of words and phrases from it without conscious knowledge. 
For example, I wonder if he had in mind the .line from the 
poem~ 11 'My nerves are bad to-night. Yes, bad. Stay with 
r- me,'"9 when he had Brett say, 111 My nerves are rotten'" (182) ~>(' 
\ 
f and 11 ' Please stay by me 1 11 ( 184-). In Mike's remark, M 1You are 
a lovely lad;;c, Bret;t, 111 (79) there is a possible echo of the 
line concerning the typist of the poem: "When l_~el'l woman 
. 10 
stoops to folly: If Ironically, tl1e actions of neither 
woman are very lovely. The typist "home at teatime" treats 
the lovemakinG of tho young man carbuncular with mechanical 
By o ung, o p • cit . , p • 31 . 
9rr. S. Elj_ot, ~Phe ~:Jasto Land, ':Phe Complete Poems and 
Plays 1902-1c0o (lJow-York: -Harcourt-,---r3race-h -v·/or.ld;-Ync:-; 1952), 
l. 111. .H. d. Stallman in "The Sun Also rases--But No Bells 
Ring," 'rhe Houses 'rhat James Built -andOther Litorar;z Studies 
(East Lansing: J .. fiichigan Sta6eui1iversity Press, 1962), pp. 173-
193, discusses the Eliot echoes in Hemingway's novel and says 
that Brett speaks as though she had just read Eliot's poem. 
lOEliot, The Waste Land, 1. 253. 
I 
~===~-------------,-~====~ ~-------- ~--- --~- ~- ~-~~----~- - - -~--- -~---~~ --------
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indifference. Brett's attitude toward Cohn's lovemaking at ~ 
San Sebastian echoes the typist's words: "'Well now that 1 s 
done: and I 1 m glad it's over. 111 11 
Not all echoes of' rl1he Waste Land in ri1hC Sun Also 
------
Rises are faint~ For example, the line from the poem, "I y 
easily recognizable in Jake's statement: "'I like this town 
and I go to Spain in the summertime~r" ( 10). It so happens X' I 
that the poem and the novel both begin in the spring: "April 
is the cruellest month'' are the opening words of The Waste 
L~nd~ and Jake beRins his story as he sits at a table on the 
--- ' . 
terrace of the Neopoli tan on "a warm spring night 11 ( lL~). In 
the poem, spring does not bring replenishment of life, for the 
inhabitants of The Wast~ Land are physically impotent and ':<' 
spiritually sterile. Spring comes to Paris, but Jake and his 
.friends are also sexually unproductive--for various reasons--
and their lives assure that this generation shall pass ·away 
and .n.one shall take its plac~.. There are no children in / ,, X 
either instance: in the poem, there is· one reference to 
children--Lil' s taking abortion pills because she had too ,.< 
many chi ld.ren alre$.dy; l3 in the novel, one man, a fe'llow 
correspondent of Jake's, complains that he.has no night 
life: 111 You knov.r how it is vdth a wife and .kids'" (36). Cohn's 
11 Ibid., 1. 252. l3Ibid., 1. 160. 
---------------------------- -----------------~-- ---
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three children are mentioned by Jake only as background 
information. The absence of children accentuates the theme 
of sterility in both poem and novel. 
The five-day vacation that Jake and Bill take recalls 
the line in 'l1ho 'daste Land: "In the mountains, there you ''/,. 
~~~~-~:r-o-e-1---:---.f--r•-e-e----;--'' lL~t'1J.-e---t-w-o~m-c-n-e-x-ehang-e-t--1'iO---ct's.s-t-, -s-t-a±--t-~{-G-i-t-;yi___.tg.r.--· ---
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t})e clear, cold :r1ountains of Burguete. 'rhey exchange 
drunkenness for fishing for beaLJtifully colored trout ( 119) 
in the crystal clear waters of the Ire,ti River (117) and 
e~enings of bridge (125). There are no Bretts, Ednas or 
Geol"get~tes in their little world, and they feel so free 
- that they lose track of time (127). Fishing is often used in 
literature as a symbol of the search for truth and spirituality. 'X 
Jake's frequent church attendance shows that he is seeking a 
metaphysical experience, and fishine; symbolizes his quest for 
truth. If on tho other hand, the fish is regarded as having a V:. 
phallic meanint; or as beinG a symbol of fecundity, 1 -~ Jake 1 s 
f:i.shing becomes ironic. In 'l1he Naste Land, we see the Fisher 
1'\.ing for the f:i_rst time as ho is 11 fishing in the dull canal/ 
6 ' 
On a w:i..nter evening round behind the gas house. 111 We see 
him again at tho end of tho poem as he sits upon the shore 
Sage 
lL~Ibi d., 1. 17 
15J. E. Cir·lot, h_ Dictio!].ary of symbols. 
(New York: Philosophical Library, 1962), p. 
16Eliot, The Naste Land, 11. 189-190. 
Trans. 
102. 
Jack 
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tishing with the arid plain behind him. 17 His fishing is a 
symbolic quest for physical fertility for his realm as well 
I (. 
29 
as a quest for truth. Hemingway could have had the Eliot 
figure in mind when he cl:'oo.tod the nurguete fishing incident. 
,. 
Examples of minor parallels, such as I have cited 
a'bove, occur throughout the entire novel. Some were perhaps 
unconsciously borrowed, others deliberately. At any rate, 
Hemingvvay' s debt to Eliot may be as great as Eliott s debt to 
Jessie L. ~e.ston. 
In ari effort to show how Hemingway's novel is greatly 
enriched by echoes from E_liot t s poem, I offer first this 
short explanation of the Fisher King myth from Weston's 
From Ritual to Romance around which The Waste Land is built. 
The legend concerns a king who has been sexually maimed and X 
lies helpless while his kingdom also suffers the -~ll.t:sht of 
infertility: there is no rain, no crops grow, animals do 
not reproduce, women bear no children. Fertility will 
return to the realm only when a knight who is valiant and 
pure in heart makes his way to the castle of the Fisher King 
and asks the meaning of various mysterious objects which are 
displayed there. In one version of the legend, the one Eliot 
uses, the .Quester finds the Grail-bearer and, by the act of 
18 
sexual intercourse, breaks the curse of impotence. A shift 
l7Ibid., 11. 424-!~25. 
l8Jessie L. Weston, ~rom Ritual t:o Homance (Garden 
City: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1957}, pp. 113-136. 
~==~-~=-=-~=-=---=--=----c= ... ~~=====-==-~..-::-:::::::~-~=----=-----=---···=------------·--------·-------
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in meaning from physical impotency to spiritual sterility is 
easily made and was made in more than one version of the 
myth. Eliot used the idea that sexuality indicates spiritu-
19 
ality in his poem. 
It seems highly probabl~ that Hemingway borrowed )I 
Eliot's idea of the F:i. sher King 1 s phys:ical impotency in 
developing Jake Barnes and in dramatizing the spiritual 
sterility of humanity in general follovling the First World 
War. Earl novit claims that one of Hemingway's reasons for 
\n•iting the book was his "disgust vvith the empty Bohemianism 
of 'The Lost Generation.' 1120 I believe that Hemingway saw 
' a rot that reached far beyond the little handful of 
expatriates in Paris, with whom he was associated, as Eliot 
undoubtedly saw the "Unreal City" extending far beyond the 
confines of the city of London in the Twenties. 21 
When I call attention to the fact that Hemingway's 
19cleanth Brooks, ''The Beliefs Embodied in the Work, 11 
Storm Over The Waste Land, Robert E. Knoll, editor (Chicago: 
Scott, Fo-re.sman and Company, 1964), p. 59. 
20
·-, l 1·) 't "rrh c A.l R' A E ' A li d 
- ~ar LOVl , . e 0Un ~ so lses: n •ssay ln pp e 
Principles," Ernest He0ingway (New York: Twayne Publishers, 
1Inc., 1963), p. 147. ' 
21Lond:)n, Eliot's "Unreal City," is a veritable Dante's 
Hell, artd so is Hemingway's Paris of the Twenties. Brett calls 
it "this pestilential cj_ty" ( 72), and no less than thirty 
hell 1 s, damn's, and damned's appear in the conversation while 
Jilre' s e;ang are in Paris-.- The words do not disappear from 
y 
I 
·their spe.ech while tl10y are in Pamplona, Bureuete, San Sebastian, 
and Madrid, but; the incidence is raPe indeed in compaPison. 
--------·--··-----------·--·--·----------·-···---
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Jake Barnes is analogous to Eliot's Fisher King, I do ·not mean 
toimply that he is the only character in the novel who bears 
marked resemblances to a Waste~ 11 personar;e." Parallel 
like are so strikinr;ly apparent in the tVlo literary works 
th ~ th h dl b t t . b t d t l . . . d 22 a~ ey can .ar y e a rl u e o s~eer colnCl ence. 
It is true; however, that the most important, the most 
pervasive, and the most readily perceptible borrowing from 
·the .poem is the Pisher King fic;ure. Whereas Jake Barnes, 
Heminr;way' s Fisher King, tells the entire story in 'l1he ;Sun 
2" 
, "-Madame Sosostris and her 1Nickod pack of cards are ~-
echoed in Brett and her faith in fortune-telling. Brett has 
her own fortune told, and she tells Romero's fortune. Lil 1 s 
teeth are so bad that her soldier-husband has given her money. 
to have them replaced by dentures, and Georgette's teeth are 
so unsightly that she makes a conscious effort not to smile 
and reveal them. 'reeth, like hair, are symbolic of virility; 
so it is fj_ tting that Lil and Georgette should have carious 
teeth. Eliot's completely unproductive mountain of boulders 
is a 11 dead mountain mouth of carious teeth"--an appropriate 
symbol of Lil and Georgette. Lil takes. abortion pj_lls so 
that her sexual acts, like Georgette's, will br~ng forth no 
new life. Mrs. Porter's daughter is a professional prostitute 
in the poem; so is Georgette in the novel. Mr. Eugenides and 
Lett's group are homosexuals. The bored society matron is a. 
great deal like the bored Brett Ashley. Belladonna. of the . . / 
.Rocks, Lady of situations, who lure3 men to destruction becomes V/ 
Lady Ashley, whose Circean w:i.tchhood turns men into swine • 
.Soldier Albert who is not very well off financially suggests 
Soldj_er Mike who is bankrupt--and they sbare a similar 
attitude toward women. Elizabeth and Leicester may have 
supplied the idea for the Bratt-Romero "duo." Weeping is a 
rather unusual emotional release for men, and Hemingway may 
have remembered the weeping of the man who had made love to 
a Thames maiden in a canoe when he allowed Jake to weep 
because he is unable to experience a normal sexual relation- k----" .. -
ship vd th Brett and Cohn to woop when he finally reali zos tho 
utter futility of his love for Rrett. 
32 
Also Rises, the Fisher King speaks only twice in the poem. 
-----.--
The fic;ure of the Flsher King supplies the framework whic~1 
holds the poem together. In the novel, Jake is the character 
al~ound whom all other characters and events revel ve. Accord-
ing to the legend, the return to fertility of the king's 
realm (the geographical settings in J}l~ ~un .6~2 Xt1-_s~~ are 
symbolic of the wor•ld following 1Norld War I) and the restora..-
tion of sexual.potency of the king 1 s subjects (Jake's friends, 
with their unproductive sex lives, are symbolic of all 
manldnd) are dependent upon the recovery of the sexual powers 
of the I•'i sher King (the· healing of Jake 1 s war wound) • Natural 
reproductive power-s are either inoperative (as in the legend 
of the Fisher Ki'ng) or operative as a negative force (as in 
. 
the poem and the novel). How and why Eliot employs sex as a 
negative force in his poem and·how Hemingway's novel catches 
the echoes will be the princ:i.pal concern of this essay. 
Eliot, in order to depict the sterile spiritual 
condition of the era, shows infecundity of sexual relation-
ships at· several levels of society and gradations within 
classes: the wealthy and the poor, the white collar worker 
. " 
Qnd the merchant, the socially prominent and the socially 
una~ceptable. Hemingway follov1s a similar course. He begins )< 
with Jake who has been rendered physically impotent; he then 
.travels up and down the land of the war-wearied lost genera-
tion and allows individuals to por·tray the sterile sexual 
.-~~~--------:::-=--=--=---=-------=---:--::-:-. ------~----------------------------------~------------
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relationships that he discovers. All of the characters who 
are aware of their inability to achieve and maintain a 
satisfactory sexual relationship keep their min~~ occupied 
by tho bullfJghts, fi shine;, dr:i.nldng, dining, enr;agint; in 
sexual intercourse--anyth5 .. ng to forget, to blot out of their 
exhibit all of the various weaknesses ·and attitudes toward 
sex that are found in Eliot's poem. 
/ Georr~;etto, tho poulo 1 , is the Eemingway counterpart 
of Eliot 1 s ldrs. PoPter and her daughter to w1l.om Sweeney will 
return inthe spring. 23 Jake picks Georc;ette up, takes her 
along with him ~o dinner, and introduces her to his friends as 
his fiancee (14-18). Mark Spilka feels that Jake and Georgette 
have much in co~!Tm.on; he says, "deort;e tte is sick and sterile, 
having reduced love to a simple monetary exchange," but only 
they, among the dr:i.~.tors of Paris, r.J.anage to be "frank and 
~ -- - -- " 
forthright and to keep an even keel''; they are a "pair; of 
honest cripples. " 24 For ther:1., there is no chance of sexual 
'·' f 
regeneration. Symbolically, they represent complete spiritual 
sterility. 
2
.JEliot, rJ:he '.'fasto Lan~, 11. l'rl-,..1')8. 
21.1-r,.r, l>.ir ("I • ll t11J:1' D"' r t"~- i' I -· f[1h rt ~lo l:'cl. "' •)Pl ,(.a, .no ud .. 1 0 .JOVG J.n ... 0 wUn H- C>O 
ruses, II 'l'welvo Or:i.ginal E~Jr;ays on Cron.t Amoric~.lriNovols, 
Charles ·sJ-iapfi-;-o-;-8clitor (Det-roit: ~Vayne StaTe University 
Press, 19.58), p. 2L~3. 
---~---------~-~-~-~~-~-~-~--~~~~=----~~ -~~ -~~~~~c-----c-----------==----_---------c-:-
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Next to appear after Georgette are Lett and his pals, 
Hemine;way 1 s counterpart of Eliot's Mr. Eugenides, who invites 
the male protar;onist "in demotic French/ To luncheon at the 
Cannon Street Hotel/ Followed by weekend at the IV!etropole. 11 25 
Jake's reaction to th~ir white _hands, whi.te faces, and wavy 
hair, and to their grimaci~g_,_ge s turing_, and talking ( 20) is 
~-" . ----·· ····•······ . 
. quite intense: 
"I was angry. Somehow they a.lways made me anp;ry. I 
know they are supposed to be amusing, and you should 'be 
tolerant, but I wanted to .swine; on one, anyone, anything 
to shatter that superior, simpering composure" (20). 
A.t any rate, Jake 1 s physical impotency and their psychological {/ 
impotency connote unproductive spiritual lives. When the 
' 
homosexuals da,nce with what they call 111 an actual harlot'". 
(20), Hemingway presents another combination that-rivals that 
of Jake and· Georgette~ _ prostj_ tution and homose?Cuali ty, a 
combination that sugp,ests an almost irremediable, hopeless 
spiritual condition~ 
Brett (whose actions suggest that she suffers extreme 
and ungovernable sexual desires) is introduced to the reader 
as she arrives in the company of the young homosexuals. Jake 
.r 
remarks that she seemed to be very much at home with them (21). 
He notices her mannish attire and her hair, which is brushed 
I 
back like a boy's hair (22). She, boasts, 111 And when one's with 
the crowd I' rn with, one can drink in such safety' 11 ( 22) • 
Hemingway may be saying that her sexual acts, like those of 
25T\l' ·1-
• C'~ lOv, The ~aste Land, 11. 213~215 . 
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the homosexuals, are abortj_ve. In choosing rhyming names for i//_/-
B~ett (possibly a nympb.omaniac) and Lett (a homosexual) and 
Georgette (a professional prostitute), Hemingway is suggestinG 
jf~}· . 
F~ Hemingway has built Brett's character after the 
dl: ~~--~-p_a_t __ t_e_r_n __ o_f_· _t_l_1_e __ w_o_a_l_t_h __ y__ w_o_m_a_n __ l_·n---t_h_e __ 
1
_
1
A ___ G __ a_m_e~o_f __ C_h_. e __ s_s_11~s-e-c~t_i_o_n __ 
tivity and sterile spirituality. 
.,,l 
',<1 
of 'l'he Waste Land. Brett ma.y not be as wealthy as Eliot's 
society matron, hut she is a ~itled Englishwoman and just as 
bored with lifo. When she is out of liquor, she is nervous, 
i rri tablo o.nd feels like "hell. 11 Without a constant supply 
of liquor, her hair would no doubt 11 spread out in fiery 
points" like the hair of the Eliot character. At one time 
when Brett is having an exceptionally bad case of nerves, 
she expresses her feelings to Jake in words that are almost 
an echo of this conversation of the neurasthenic society 
woman to her male companj_on: 111 My nerves are bad to-night. 
Yes, bad. ('! t. . tl '11 26 ,:) ay WJ. .1 me. Brott says to .Jake, 111 My nerves 
are rotten' 11 (182) and 111·0h, darling, please stay by me and 
see me thr·ough this ' 11 ( 184). Ironically, each of these Women 
begs a sexually ineffectual or impotent man to stay VITi th 
her. Tho woman in the poom waits for "a closed car"; 
Hemingway puts Lady Brett in a taxicab near the beginning 
26IbiC!., 1. 111. 
/ 
·-·---- --- -
... 
and at the and of the novel, and now and then throuchout the 
story someone calls a taxi for her. Jake says, 11 'You wou.ldn' t 
W8.lk across the street.'" She replies, 111 Not if I could help 
it' 11 ( 2~-). IUiot r s neurasthenic society matron has little 
to do but bathe at ten. Brett says at_:;ain and again, 111 I 
must eet a bath 111 .(71~, 82, 1!+1+, 15'9). Most people refrain 
from verbalizing about bathing unless there is a definite 
reason for ma~ing an issue of it. Brett's bathing appears 
to be psychologically compulsive. Perhaps there is an 
unconscious, if not conscious, feeling of guilt because 
of her promiscuity. Since there is no suggestion by Eliot 
or Hemingway that either of these society women will ever 
fulfill the role of woman as generative force, by 
implication, they are sp:i.ritually dead. 
Mike is another Hemingway character who seems to "/ ..... 
have grown out of a Waste Land figure. Like Albert, Mike 
is a soldier. Like Albel't who "wants a good time" .from the 
sex act, Mike views a sexual relationship with Brett only as 
a good time. Six times on one pag~ of the novel, he refers 
to her as "'a lovely piece'" (79). If he had any real 
affection for her he could not talk about her affairs with 
other men as though they wero of no consequence. After all, 
he says, she is just a 111 lovely, healthy wench''' (166). He 
even jokes about her going away with Romero: "'I·believe, 
you know, that she's falling in love with this bull-fighter 
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chap 1 " ( 16C.3) . One t:-dng that he cannot and wi 11 not do is 
share Brett with CoJln. VJhen he cU scusses Brett's numerous 
infidelities with Jake, he reminds Jake of his aversion to 
the Jewish race: "' 111:l8y ffirett' s lovery weren't ever Jews'" 
( 1L1.3). Although Milce is so contemptuous of Cohn that he can 
not think r~ationally when:: he :i.s concerned,_he_may_:r'_e_nli_ze ____ _ 
that amonc Brett's many lovers, Cohn is the only one capable 
of honest love for a woman, the only one who does, in fact; 
' love hor J'·or herself and not· just for her body. Although 
l'Uke is --apparently a virile man, his attitude toward Brett, 
and for that matter toward Edna, shows that he regards the 
natural reproductive power which he possesses as a negative 
force. It is doubtful that Mike 6ould maintain a satisfactory 
sexual relationship with anyone for long. In fact, it is 
doubtful that he would care to. He declares "'I love that 
woman,'" meaning Brett (178), and in no time at all he is 
making a pass at the new girl, Edna, wbo arrives on the 
scene: 11 ' 1Nhere have I boon? Wliere have I been looking all 
this while? You 1 ro·a lovely thing. Havo we met? Come 
along .• ·''' (180). This attitude works two ways, for at the 
end of tho novel Drott has made tho docision not to marry 
him (j~2). Judging on the basis of Mike's attitudes and 
experiences, we conclude that sexual love has little chance 
of success in the moder·n world. Symbolically then, the 
spiritually sterile world of the Twenties will go on. 
- /// 
\./" 
Possibly, the Elizabeth-Leicester relationship in 
The Waste Land gave Hemingway the idea for the ex})erienced 
.woman-innocent young man relationship of Brett Ashley and 
Pedro Homero in 'I1he Sun Al~ Rises. In Romero, as. in Cohn, 
t~ere is for Brett a pdtentially satisfactory partner in 
love; bui for the second time she wipes out that potentiality 
by ro:fusinc; mn.rriage and by sendinc; Homero away (2~.1-21J.5). 
Although she explains to Jake that she broke with Romero 
because she realized that~''he shouldn't be living with any 
one' If ( 2L~l), with the collapse of this affair, v1e see that 
every major character and several minor ones show that 
twentieth-century man and woman are incapable of treating 
the sex act as a pos:L ti ve force for the regeneration of 
life. Hence, Hemingway's novel shows symbolically, as does 
Eliot's poem, that.spiritual love between man and God is 
quite hopeless in the modern waste land. 
Romero bears a resemblance to Eliot's hyacinth girl; 
both of then symbolize untainted youth. The hyacinth girl 
of The Wa~_te Land j_s the Grail-bearer of the Fisher King 
lec;end. She is symbolic of worth, for it is she whom the 
-~1ostor murrios when tho curoo of infertility is broken. 
Tio:rwro al·so s,ymbolizes worth--o.s shown by his mastery of tho 
art of bull-fighting and by his supreme honesty in the ring. 
James Schroeter says that one so Ttinnocent and virc;inal" and 
"defenseless" should be protected "as though he were a 
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delicate piece of china. 1127 Hogardless of his worthy 
intentions toward Drett, his affaire with her does fail, and, 
:l.n falling, it butlir•enoes tho thesis that a r'latisfr.tctory 
sexual relationship is not possible 1n the world of the 
Twenties. 
The overall picture that Hemingway presents of a world 
dispirited by war is a rather pessimistic one--both at tho 
beginning and at the end of the novel. PerLaps he recalled 
that.Eliot capt~res the sense of futility of modern life in 
the "·human en.c;:ine 11 whi to collar worker who "waits like a 
taxi tl:Jrobbing w::d t:i.ng, 1120 for, at the close of the novel, '>( 
ITemingway again places Jake and Brett in a taxi, sitting 
close together, as they were at the ~eginning of the story. 29 
The ~1eel of life has come full circle. Nothing has actually 
changed. The circular path of their lives is like that of 
the rn'otagoni s t of The das to Land who returns to sit upon. '"" 
tho bank fi shinz as he had done early in the poem. 30 IJ.1hey 
are like the people who are seen by the famous c1airvoyante, 
2'( Jnme~3 Schrootor, 11 IT.ominp;way' s 'J'he Sun Al8o FUses, 11 
The n;xpl1e~:ttor, XX ( N ovomber, 1 r-;161), 28-;·-
20~.!;liot, IJ.1h~ Waste Lnnd, 11. 216-217. 
29.A taxicab suggests twentieth-century rootlessness, 
indifference, futile endeavor, mechanical existence. 
3°E1iot, Tho Waste Land, 11. 189, 42!+, L~25. 
Madame Sosostris, as they walk around in a ring.3l The death-
in-life existence which Jake nnd Brett maintain is little 
less f'utilo and unproductive than that of Phlebas the 
32 Phoenician who has entered the literal "whirlpool" of death.· 
Brott, in the ever-returning taxicab, and the wealthy society 
j)--~~~-A"at..r_on_,___in_'' a_c~_e_,s_e_d_C.s'lr_at_f_mlr_,_T'_vmLt_in_e_qllal_b_o_r_e_dma_f_o,_,.,r~~~~­
the 11 ln1ock [Or de a th7 upon the door. 11 33 Also, if we judge 
- ., 
the outlook in accordance with the Fisher King legend, the 
view is dim, for the land can only regain its fertility if 
the king regains sexual virility. We know that Jake's 
impotence is incurable; so there is no possibility that the 
blighting curse of infertility wi 11 be removed. 'l1he postwar 
world is doomed to suffer spiritual sterility. 
The popularity of He~ingway's novel indicates that it 
can be read, that it can be an exceedingly rich experience, 
without any recognition of Waste Land echoes. For example, 
neither vV. M. Prohock nor E~ M. Halliday makes any reference 
to Eliot's poem or to the Fisher King myth, but both critics 
realize how significant Jake 1 s sexual dtsability is to the 
total meanlng of the novel. Prohock says:, 111.Pho render is 
supposed to know that Jake's physical disability is in large 
part a synibol for the general feeling of frustration and 
. j 
31ibid., 1. 56. 
33rbid., 11. 136, 138 
32Ibid., 1. 318 
-----------------------~--~-~-~···~-=--~~==~~~~~==~~-=-----------------·.------------------------
and pointlessnes{3 of life •••• "34 Halliday's statement 
condenses Hemingway's message into a few short lines: 11 We 
thus find Jake Barnes 1 s war-wound impotence a kind of metaphor· 
fo~ tho whole atmosphere of sterility and frustration which 
is the ambiance of The Sun Also IUses. 1135 However, I believe 
that if orte sees the simila~ities between the characters in 
the novel ~nd those in the poem, and if he understands the 
implication that sexual infertility connotes spiritual 
ster1lity, tho novel becomes, along with 'rhe Waste Land, one 
of thE) outstanding statements of the "aridity of the world 
between the wars."36 
34·~'1. M. Prohock, "F.rne st Hemingway- -The River and the 
·Hawk," The Novel of Violence in America (Dallas: Southern 
Methodist--Unj_versity Press, 1950T, p. f70. 
351~. M. Halliday, "Hemingway's Ambiguity: Symbolism 
and Irony," Interpretations o.f American Literature, Charles 
Feide1son, Jr. and Paul Brodtkorb, Jr., editors (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1~59), p. 303. 
36see the Introduction to this essay, footnote 4, for 
the statement concerning the significance of Eliot's poem. 
CHAPTEH III. 
TO fl GOD UNKNOWN (1933) 
Although innumerable articles have been written. con-
cernin~ the wide influence of The Waste Land on contemporary 
. writers--from Hem1ngway to l"aulkner, from Styron to 
~---------------------
Ferlinghetti--no one, to my knowledge, has done more than 
mention that Steinbeck fell under the influence of the poem. 
Jo~eph Fontenrose, for instance, only hints at such a possi-
bility when he remarks that it is easy to see that Steinbeck 
had in mind the "myths and rituals 11 of Jessie L. Weston's 
l From Rj_ tual to Homance when he wrote 'IIo a God Unknown. F. w. 
Watt j_mplies that the influence for using elements of fertil-
i ty ritual came directly from l£liot; he says that Steinbeck 
"draws obviously on the anthropological and mythopoeic 
fashions flet in the twenties and epitomized by T. S. Eliot's 
exploring of Frazer and J'essle Woston. 112 Warren Prench 
comments on the 11 ornate 11 and 11 pseudo-mystical 11 style of the 
novel and suggests that To ~ God Unknown "may represent his 
ffiteinbeck 1 s7 attempt to affiliate hj_mself wl th the 
----------
1Joseph Fontenrose, John Stninbeck: An Introduction 
and Interpretation (New York: Barnes & NoblE), Inc., 1963) ,~ 
p:-16. 
2P. 'N. Watt, John Stein't2eck (New York: Grove Press, 
Inc., 1962), p. 33. 
critically acclaimed Yeats-Eljot school of private mythol-
ogies.113 These three writers, however, do not explore the 
many affinities which the novel has with Eliot's poem. 
Consider, for example, the matter of vVaste Land 
imagery which is recognizable in a number of literary works 
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and most notably in F. Scott Pi tzgera_ld_f_S_n_oveL, The O.:!G;::;r2::e;:::a~t;-------
Gat_~. It seems no exaggerat:Lon to say that Steinbeck's 
novel contains more and stronger echoes of the poem's 
:tmagery than does The Great G8tsby. Many descriptive 
passages exemplify in a most cogent manner how Steinbeck 
has either alluded to or actually used words, ideas, or 
imagery from r.rhe VV'aste Land--such as "dry stones, II 11 dust, II 
the relentless burning of ·che sun's rays, "dry sterile thunder 
wl thout rain, 11 11 dusty leaves, 11 "mountains of rock without 
water," 11 dry singing crass," 11 cicada 11 and trgrasshoppers," 
"the tortuous road winding above among the mountains," 
11 wind, 11 and lack of silence in nature.4 
In The Vvaste Land the sun beats so relentlessly that 
nature seems to speak out in protest:." ••• there is not 
even silence in the mountains •••• ~here is not even 
30arren French, John Steinbeck (New York: Twayne 
Publishers, Inc., 1961)~ 4-(. · 
1 L1-I shall ltalicize words and phrases in the 
quotations from To a God Unknown to indicate echoes from 
The Waste Land. 
. 5 
solitude in the mountains." Similar comments concerning the 
lack of silence in nature are common in To a God Unknown. 
For example: "! faint whi_l?-inG came from the ea_rth as though 
it protested against the intolerable sun" 6 and "he heard the 
dry .frightened whisper of the ~th as the drought passed 
overit" (163). 
Words and images of heat and aridity from the poem-- . 
dry "brown land, 11 7 dead trees that give "no shelter," 8 
"dusty t~ees"9--shovv up in the descr:tption of the countryside 
as Joseph rides 
alonG the banks of the dead river. 'l1he dusSr trees, 
ragged from the sun's flaying, cast very little shade on 
the ground. • • :-- rcbe hills were r:s.unt nmv: . here was a 
colony from the soutlJer11."'2i.eser-t"come to try out the land 
for n future sproacUng of the desert's empire ( 139). 
Perhaps tho nost striking parallel to Waste Land 
imagery is the description of the country through which .Joseph 
and Thomas ride on their way to the coast, for- in it Steinbeck 
presents the same picture of utter desolation that Eliot 
offers in the sectj_on of the poem, "What the rrhunder Said. II 
In the poem there is "dry sterile. thunder without rain 11 ; 10 
ST. S. Eliot, The Waste Land, The Complete Poems and 
Pl~Y!}_ 1900-1950 (New York: Harcourt, Brace & #orld, Inc-.-,-
1952)' 11. 34T; 343. . 
6Job.n SteJnbeck, 'l1 o a God Unknown (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1955), p. 163. Subsequent references are to this 
edition and are incorporated in the text. 
7-l<'l" t 
... lO , 
9rb·d 
__ 1_.' 1. 292. lO·rb· d 
-2:..._·' 
Broid., 1. 23 • 
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11 1 ll there are c:tcada 1 and 11 dry grass singing"; the road winds 
high "above among the mountains ••• mountains of rock without 
12 13 
water"; the houses are referred to as 11 mudcracked 11 ; there 
is no water, not even the sound of wa.ter--o11ly "empty cisterns 
14 
and exhausted wells. 11 Steinbeck's desc.ription vividly echoes 
this Waste~ imn~;ery,_.:.__ ______________ -----:-_______ _ 
The day's heat started when the sun appeared ..•• A 
few r,rasshoppers rattled and snappedthrough the air. The 
cooke-dbay --trees spiced the air nnd drops of sweet heavy 
juice boiled out of the greasewood. 1\.s the men rode up the 
stee:e, slop~, the trail gr~ more rocky and the earth more 
desolate. Everywhere the bones of the earth stuck through 
and flung the dazzling light away .••• A faint whining 
came from the earth, as though it protested ae;ainst .the 
intolerable sun (141). 
'l1he wind is an :i.mportant symbol of destruction and death 
in both poem and novel. It is the central image in the 11Wha:t 
the Thunder Said" section in which the Chapel Perilous is 
·described: in this "decayed hole, 11 this "empty chape.l 11 with 
its 11 dry bones" and 11 tumbled graves," only the wind resides. 15 
'rhe eerie wind figures prominently in every passage concerning 
the pine tree glade in To ~ God Unknown. Furthermore, in both 
· poem and novel the wind is a destructive, dehydrating, erosive 
·agent. There is one especially graphic description of the effects 
of the wind in the account of Joseph's return from his visit to 
11
Ibid., ll. 354-355. 12Ibid., 1. 334. 
13rbid., 1. 345. 14Ibid., 1. 385. 
l5Ibid., 11. 386-391. 
Father Angelo: Joseph sensed that the wind, which he called 
111 some new thing,'" was on its way; he 
heard it cominr; out of the west, heard it whiskinr,; a 
long time before 1 t .~=1l.£ls ,him, a~ &12£, ~ing 
the ro.fusc of' d.oudtreos and:bushes along tho gl,ound. 
It w~cridw-i th dust. r:I:'he tiny rocks it carried 
stung Josq)'"f1 1 s eyes:--As he rode,· the wind increased 
and long veils of dust swept down the moonlit hills • 
. • • He glanced over his shoulder at the bone-white 
,_____ _____ "'m"'o"o~r"l-,---=s-=-ai'Tinr; anahover1ng fn-me olovm austc-.--. -.-.-------
The w:li to dust filled the air • • • the wind howled 
down from the slopes and cried in the dry branches 
of the trees •••• He could hear the tossing branches 
and the swish of the needles combinG the wind, and the 
~~ of the limbs rubbing together (170=1~ 
Another echo of The Waste Land that is often heard in 
poetry, prose, and drruna is the symbolic Fisher King. 
Steinbeck goes beyond many of the borrowers in the creation 
of the protagonist of To a God Unkno~, for Joseph Wayne has 
greater ties with the legend than even the emasculated Jake 
Barnes (Hemingway's The Sun Also ruse_§_) --perhaps the best 
known example of the Fisher King figure. Early. in this novel, 
Steinbeck not only identifies Joseph's position as the 
"unquestioned lord. of the clan • • • the father of the farm" 
(22) but also establishes Joseph's full awareness of the 
role and the grave responsibility that it entails: Joseph 
gazes upon the land and says, 11 'It 1 s mine ••• and I must 
take care .of it 111 (7). Joseph's whole concern is centered 
upon the fecundity of his kingdom in all its aspects--plant, 
animal, human. When the blight settles upon his kingdom, he, 
like the legendary Fisher· King, knows that he is to blame, 
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and he tries to rid the land of the blight tbrough pagan 
ritual and Christian prayer. Thomas urges him to quit the 
sick land, but he refuses: "'I can't go away ••.• This is 
my land. I cannot leave it'" (150). He laments his lack 
of power to fulfill the responsibility that rests upon the 
"lord" of the clan: "'I was appointed to care for tho land, 
and I have failod 111 (152); "'I'm failing to protect my land • 
. The duty of keeping life viTi thin my land is beyond my 
power'" ( 1L1_o) • \'lhon his every act of expiation proves inef-
fectual, he then sacr·ifices his own life so that fertility 
may retur.n.to the barren empire. 
To a God Unknown contains another Waste Land element--
the quest. Joseph, in an effort to restore life to his dead 
land, assumes for a time the role of Quester,' and his journey 
16 to the coast is a quest. The terrain over which he and 
Thomas travel suggests the approach to the legendary Chapel 
Perilous--with images of destruction, fear, and d~ath all 
along the way: there is no water, there is insufferable 
heat, the animal life conaists of ·destructive insects (rattle-
snakes, an~ scavenging birds), the narrow, twisting trail 
ascends thr·ough a mountain made of great boulders. The 
16 
In the legend, the Fisher King and the Quester are 
two distinctly different characters. Since Steinbock's Joseph 
has the power of metamorphosis (I will discuss this point later 
in the essay), he is able to move easily from one role to 
another--from Fisher King to Quester to Fisher King again. 
brothers suddenly pass from this hell of smoking ashes and 
cinders into "a new fresh world" covered with verdant plants 
and trees and inhabited by quail, rabbits, and deer (lL~2). 
What they find at the coast--the cultist and his cabin, the 
three crosses on the cliff's ede;e, the .tinkling bells, the 
sacrificial animals, the sacrifici~l slab, and the rite to 
the sun--suggest the Chapel Perilous. 
Joseph wonders why this country is so fertlle whilo 
his own land is parched and barr·en. He hopes that he can 
learn the secret of fertility here from this strange person. 
The.old man knows instinctively that he has knowledge which 
·Joseph seeks: 11 'I know things you don't know. You will learn 
them' 11 ( lL~)), and he does attempt to impart his knowledge to 
Joseph, but Joseph is not able to receive it. Perhaps the 
failure results from Joseph's not truly believing in the 
efficacy of the ritualistic sacrifice to the sun. Or, the 
failure may lie in the fact that because Joseph suspects that 
the white-bearded old man is crazy, he does not pay serious 
attention to the message. Possibly Joseph is correct when 
he suggests that an elemental mystery may not be expressed 
in words, for he says, 11 ' I'hese were words to clo:the a naked 
thing, and the thing is ridiculous in clothes''' (147). What-
ever the reason may be, Joseph's quest at this particular 
time is a fnilure, and the brothers depart. 
Another interesting parallel is the significance of 
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water motif--as water concerns the spiritual condition of man 
and as it maintains, or fails to maintain, the physJcal body of 
man and the thinc;s of nature. In the "Death by 'lv'ater" section 
because he fails to recognize it as a spiritually regenerative 
force. Joseph, however, understands the value of water. He 
has such a high regard for it that he appears to make a ritual 
of washing his face in the morn5_ng. After ladlinG wa tar into 
a basin, he fills his cupped hands and flings the water oh his 
hair and beard (14), an act that could be interpreted as 
fertility ritual or rain charm. The vital importance of rain 
to his kingdom is an idea that never seems to leave Joseph's 
mind for long. At one time when the much needed rain falls, 
he lifts his face in a ritualistic pose and allows the rain 
to beat against his face and eyelids and to drop from his beard 
down his open shirt collar. Not until he. is completely drenched, 
and the little streams of water run do"wn an oak tree that he 
considers sacred, does he go inside the house (79-80). 
When Joseph fails to learn why there is ample moisture 
in the old cultist's realm wbile his own land is dry--"and 
there's no help for it"- (1L~2)--he returns to hj_s stricken 
land and tries again to remove the curse of drought f~om it 
by giving his only child to· Rama as a sacrificial offering 
(154). 17 He makes a grain sacrifice by scattering a measure 
17 Often in primitive societies the son of the ruler 
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of barley on the ground (156-157) As long as water is 
available, he keeps a blanket of moss alive as a kind of rain 
charm, but that too fails. Although he has no faith in the 
man, he cannot afford to 11 let any chance go by," and so he 
goes to ask Father Angelo to pray for rain (170-172). He 
I 
sacrificeri the last remaining animal, a tiny nearly-starved 
calf, but it is an ineffectual sacrifice (178). At the 
moment of his extremity, he remembers his trip to the coast 
and the old man's saying that one day his body would replace 
ths small animal as a sacrificial offering and that he would 
ti 'go over the edge of the world with the sun, '" that he would 
be.the sun (147-148). "'Of course,'" Joseph says to himself 
as he climbs upon the rock and opens the vessels of his 
wrists, allowing his own blood to flow down the side of the 
groat rock. liThen his body grew huge and light• It arose 
into the sky, and out of it came the rain. 'I should have 
known,' he whispered. 'I am the rain'" (179). At the 
precise moment when Joseph becomes the rain, his land is 
covered with moisture and the promise of rebirth. Unlike 
the protagonist of ~~he Waste Land who sits with the arid 
plain behind him and wonders if he should set his lands in 
·order, Joseph has succeeded in doing so in order that his 
of the land was offered as a sacrifice to the gods in time of 
farrline or pea ti lance. Par comments on the practice, see Sir 
James George Iilrazer, ':ehe New golde~ Bough, r.rheodor H. Gaster, 
editor (Garden City: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1961), p. 250. 
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waste land kingdomcan begin the process of reclamation. 
Another echo from ':Phe Waste Land is the huge, myster-
ious rock that lies nestled in the grove of pine trees on the 
Wayne property. However, before considering how Steinbeck 
uses the image, I Will review Eliot's use of it. In the 
poe~, there is an invitation to~ in under the shadow of 
18 the red rock. (Certain words are .italicized in this section 
because four important elements ar·e to be considered: come 
in under, shadow, red, and rock.) First, what is the rock? 
1
.Vhen the children o!' Israel were crossing the waterless 
desert of Zin, they fo~got the limitless power of God and 
feared that they would die without water. Moses, their 
leader, smote the rock, and water for man and beast gushed 
from it (Numbers 20:11). The rock in the desert with its 
literal, material water pointed forward to the great rock 
of Isaiah 22:2--the Messiah. Christ, the true rock, offers 
to all spiritual water from which none shall ever thirst 
(John 4:14)--this is the rock of which Eliot's poem speaks. 
The color of the rock is significant, fcir it helps positively 
to identify the r-ock. Red has long symbolized blood. The 
Messiah's blood was shed, and only in the Messiah's blood is 
there a possibility of salvation for fallen man. Also, the 
robe which was put on Christ when Ho was being mocked, beaten 
18E•ll"ot 1 , rrhe Waste Land, • 21. 
-~~~~~~~~-=---=--=-- -~-~~-- ---------~----~---~--
about the hea~,· and spat upon was a scarlet robe (Matthew 
27:28). Isaiah 22:2 says that the coming of the Messiah 
"shall be ••• as the shadow of a great rock." Christ can 
bo soon as a shadow, for as a cloud stands between the sun 
and earth, Christ s·tands between Ci-od and man as mediator. 
According to Hosea lLp 7, "They that ~~~~(-)~~~ ~~<iel:' his -~~h~a~d_o~_w ______ _ 
shall return; they shall revive as the corn, and grow as the 
• tt H Vlne. ence, those (the inhabitants of Eliot's spiritually 
arid world) who accept the in vita tio'n to come j_n under the 
shadow of the red rock accept the offer of salvation. 
Through a symbolic death to sin in Christian baptism, they 
shall rise in nevmess of life in this world as members of 
the family of Christ the Creator, and the· spiritually saved 
at the time of death shall return to the Creator as immortal 
souls. 
The rock is the most important single element in 
Steinbeck's novel. The reader learns that it is no ordinary 
rock in the reaction that Joseph, Tho~as, and Juanita have to 
it when they come upon it unexpectedly. Thomas is so 
frightened that, vn1en he pegs Joseph to leave, his voice 
becomes an un:J.ntelliglble babble. The young Indian boy, 
Juanita, weeps, and Joseph reacts ·as did Moses at the burning 
bush: 11 t 'l1his j_ s ancient--and holy' 11 ( 31). It is holy to. 
Joseph because it symbolizes for him the Earth Mother, the 
creator in fertility myth as Christ the Word is Creator in 
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the Christian frame of reference. In order to present his 
attitudes concerning the life cycle--in which the Earth 
Mother is the primary fit,ure-<)teinbeck brings together a 
o;:r0o.t vtcu•:tet.y of syrabollo objects fr•om f.ort:t:li ty my·th n.nd 
ritual: pine trees, a grove of trees in the form of an 
almost unbroken circle, a gigantic rock, a cave and spring, 
moss and five-fingered ferns, and a huge bull. 
The mysterious glade is surrounded by pine trees. The 
pines fit well in thls context because p:tne trees were sacred 
to the fertility god Attis and figured prominently in the 
seasonal rites. Furthermore, pinecones were regarded as 
symbols and instruments of fert:tli ty. l9 The pine tree is 
. 20 
also symbolic of permanence and immortality; so it is 
significant that only this particular grove ofl trees is able 
to survive the destructJ. ve drought. rl1he ·grove is "nearly 
circular," and there is only one small break in the circle--
a shape that is suggestive of the womb. In the center of 
Jthe glade st~nds the huge rock with a cave in its side, and 
out of which issues a stream of water. Rock, water, and 
cave a~e all symbolic of the Earth Mother. 21 The gigantic 
-----------
lq 
'Prazer, op. cit., p. 179. 
20 J 'j' C • ·l t A ))·' t • .(.'> ..., 1 l • L. lr o , h. .• tc J.onary oi uym)o s. 
(New York: Philosophical-Library, 1952), p. 
Trans. Jack 244. Sage 
21Ibid., p. 208. 
I 
------:-~~---~--~---=--=--c-c.::--:_ -:-=-=---=--c-------c----:-:_=---=---··----·-- ----------:-===--
rock ·also suggests the omphalos, the place where man may 
communicate with the c;ods.22 Joseph comes to this place 
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becau.se, as he explnJ.ns to Thomas, there is "'something strone; 
and swoot and good in there •••• When we have need, we'll 
. so back again--and be fed 111 (30). The final act of. Joseph's 
life, vthich is a comr:runication with the gods, takes place 
here at the rock. 'l1he cave is a symbol of the womb, and the 
water that flows from it is an important fertility symbol. 23 
The Indians of the community believe that the water comes· 
"out of the center of the world" and that it has curative 
powers ( 71). ~rhe phrase, "out of the center of the world, 11 
suggests the omphalos which is considered to be at the center 
f tl th d . t d . tb th f i . . . . 1 24 o -·:1e ear an J..S connec e Wl . e ern nJ..ne prlnClp e. 
The curative power of the water is analogouR to the. spiritual 
cleansing of Christian baptism by water; and the origin of 
the water, "out of the center of the .world," suggests Christ, 
the center of the universe. The small black cave is "fringed 
with five-fingered ferns," a fern that is shaped like an 
' d h d h h lJ . . . f. 25 Th k arrownea --an arrow ea ns p.8 ... J.C s1r;n11Cance. e roc 
is covered vii th groAn mo.s s. "Green 1 r3 tho color of vegeta-
tion and of spring, and therefore symbolizes the triumph of 
22rbid., p. 232. 23Ibid., p. 34'1. 
24 t• I . J.d. , p. 232. 25I' . d ~., p. 19. 
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spring over winter, oro; life over death. 1126 The rebirth of 
nature in spring corresponds to Christ's resurrection from 
the grave, to man's rebirth from the sinful state by the 
baptism of water,· to man's eventual triumph over death as an 
i:nmortal soul in tho a:fterlife. Joseph attaches groat impor-
tance to the green moss and makes almost impossible demands 
upon his physical body in an effort to keep it green, and 
only when all green disappears from the moss does he give up 
in defeat and realize that death is triumphant. 
There are ~everal inanimate objects connected with the 
rock, but one is animate--a great black bull that lies beside 
the little stream inside the glade. The hull's "long, black 
swinging scrotum . • • hung nearly to the knees" ( 30) •. 
Significantly, the bull .is seen by Joseph's clan only once 
artd that is during the years of plenty. The bull obviously 
serves as a symbol of fertility in the Joseph story. It is 
symbolically co:rrect that the bull should be near the rock, 
for in fertility myth the divine bull (usually black in 
. 27 
color) was sacrificed to the Earth Mother in fertil1ty ritual. 
Elizabeth's experience brings many of the symbols 
togetner. When she goes to the glade, she imac;ines that she 
becomes the rock, that there is a cave within her body, and 
(New 
. 26George 1 Ferguson, Signs and S:y:mbols 2:.£ Christian 
York: Oxford University Press, 1959),. p. 91. 
27cirlot, op. cit., pp. 32, 80. 
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that the stream flows out of her. The fact that she is 
pregnant at the time makes the incident more significant. 
Sl:-le is tho creator of life in the human realm. Symbol1cally 
she is the Earth Moth~r, the creator of life. In imagining 
that she is the rock, she becomes, in her own mind at least, 
the Rock, the ultimate Creator of all life. 
Juanita tells Joseph thut his mother, an old Indian 
who understands many secret mysteries that are comprehensible 
only to the primitive mind, believes that everything receives 
its life from the mother and goes back into the mother (18). 
As a godling (Rama regards Joseph as a godling because he is 
more than human), Joseph 1 s. death on the rock is a return to 
his crea to~ the .Earth Mother, in the same WflY that the 
spiritually saved in The _Waste Land return to their Creator 
by a s,ymbol1c death to sin or by a literal death in which the 
immortal soul is reunited with its CrAator. 
m.(t:r'l{ecl rosomblancos to "fi:liot 1 s '1.1iresias. Prom the outset, 
Joseph assumes a protean character and has some prophetic 
d t t . 11 f 1 • h 'r · · h 23 power an ex rasensory percep lan--a o WllC lreslas . as. 
28El1ot, 'I'he 'J!aste Land, Note 218, 11 'l1he Fir•e Sermon." 
See the po"et Is explanat:fonof tbe protean charaeter ·of his pro-
tac;oni,s t: 11 '1' iresi as, o..l:though a mere spectator, and not indeed 
a •character,' is yet tho most important personage 1n the poem, 
uniting all the rest. Just as the one-eyed merchant, seller 
of currants, melts into the Phoenician Sailor, and the latter 
is not wholly distinct from Ferdinand Prince of Naples, so all 
the women are one woman, and the two sexes meet in Tiresias. 
··Nhat Tiresias ~~' in fact, is the substance of the poe1i1. 11 
( 
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Joseph first appears as an ordinar~ Easterner eager to go 
west to homestead land but immedlately takes on the character 
of the biblical Joseph. He then assumes throughout the course 
of the novel some .aspects, but never the total character, of 
several myth figures. He retains at all times the name and 
identity of Joseph. 
Tirosias is an exceedingly important figure in classical 
myth, and Joseph is a man who certainly attains mythic proper-
tions. (1\.lthough Steinbeck says that his "characters are not 
home folks," that "they make.no more attempt at being human 
than tho people in the Iliad, 1129 Warren French feels there 
are "too many realistic descriptions of landscape and people 
for the book to be read as purely symbolic fable."30) That 
~ 
the characters in 'l1 o ~ God Unknovm--especially Joseph and 
his father--are not merely human beings is made plain at the 
beginn1nr:.: of tbo novol with tho statement that they are set 
apart; both have faces that "soemod made of some matel'ial 
harder and more durable than flesh, a stony substance that 
did not easily change'' (4). Later, after Joseph and Elizabeth 
are married, she remarks that she often 8.\lllaLes in cold fear 
11
' feeling tb.at a marble image' 11 is lying in bed beside her 
( 75). Rm11a tells Elizabeth that Joseph is a force too strong 
and too· unusual to describe: 
"Perhaps a godling lives on earth now and then. • • • 
29watt, op. cit., p. 29. 30r~rench, "t 47 ~· .£]:___.' p. • 
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When you are away from him, try thinking of him and 
you'll see what I mean. His figure will grow huge, 
until it tops the mountains, and his force will be like 
the irresistible plunging of the wind .••• He is eter-
nal. His father died, and it was not a death •..• I 
tell you this-man j_s not a man-;unless-he is all 'men. 
• . • He T'Sa repository for-ii little piece of each 
man's soul, and more than that, a symbol of the earth 1 s. 
soul" fftalics mine7 (66). 
Joseph tells Romas that his father is some sort of 
god (11)~ and apparently Joseph does inherit attributes of 
the gods from his father. Joseph's father believes that 
I 
when. he is dead he 'JVill have the power to fly· up in the air 
over the head of Joseph as he journeys to California (2). 
It turns out that Joseph's fathe~ does have the power to 
' 
·predict the time of his own death, to die and be bud_ed in 
the normal way, yet to live as a tree spirit in Joseph's 
giant oak in California until it is destroyed by Burton. So 
close in spirit are father and son that Joseph senses his 
father's death at the exact moment that it takes place, 
although Joseph is in California and John in Vermont. 
There is something about Joseph's eye~ that sets him 
apart. He has an acuity of vision that borders on the power 
of X-ray. Elizabeth is well aware that those sharp blue 
\ 
eyes are capable of looking through clothing into the very 
human soul (33). 'r:he eyes aro inherited from his father, 
John Wayne, and Joseph transmits them to his own son. Burton 
calls attention to the eye~3 the instant that he first looks 
' 
at the new-born baby (109). 
Tr1e j_nabj_li ty to experience ordj_nary hwnan emotions 
also sets Joseph apart. He is concerned because he experiences 
no feeling of sorrow at the time of his brother's death. He 
talks td his father, the tree-spirit: 
"I a:m cut off. • • • A pure true feeling of the 
difference between pleasure and pain is denied me • 
. • • I know now, my father, what you vvere--lonely 
~------------~beyond~ee-l]~ng lone~]:nes~-,-ca-1m-bec-ause-you~h~u-nu~-----------­
contact11 (61-62). 
Nowhere is it stated that Joseph has been dead or had 
a prior existence, but he, like Tiresias, has inexplicable 
powers.Jl For example, the first time he visits the mysterious 
glade, he remarks to Thomas that he has seen it before (30). 
He knows full well that he ha~ never seen the curious old 
cultist in th~ present life; yet he stares at him in 
emba_rras sment be cause he has seen him before ( 1~.3) . 
Although there are only four major echoes of The Waste 
Land in rro ~ Go£ Unknown (I have discussed Steinbeck's use 
of the F1isher Kine;, waste land imagery, the quest theme, and 
the Tiresias figure), there are numerous less perceptible 
correspondences that can hardly be dismissed as pure coinci-
dence. The title of Steinbeck's book closely resembles that 
31nobert Graves, The Greek Myths, Vol II (2 vols.; 
Baltimore: Penguin Bool-cs -;-1953 f-,-p. ll.- Graves explains that 
Tiresias was given the-powers of extrasensory perception and 
prophecy as a compensation for the blindness imposed on him 
by Juno when he judr;ed against her on a question of sexual 
pleasure. 
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of Eliot's collection of essays which was published during the 
same year--After Strange Gods. Steinb~ck chooses a poem as a 
preface to his novel in the same manner that Eliot prefixes 
an epigraph to his poems. The Waste Land contains certain 
elements of the Rig-Veda; Steinbeck selects a poem from tho· 
same source. Eliot's poem and Steinbeck's novel are ra~1er 
loosely constructed, yet unified, principally by the Fisher 
KinG legend. Much of Tho Waste Land is concerned with 
human soxual relationships. ~Co E: God Unknown explores the 
subject of human sexual relationships and, also, animal arid 
plant procreation. 
Because there are so many echoes of 'l'he 'iJasto Land 
in rl'o E: God Unknown, I am conv1nced that Steinbeck consciously 
borrowed from the greatest borrower of all--T. S. Eliot--and 
from Eliot's "sacred cow" of modern poetry-,...The Waste Land. 
The result of the borrowing is a rich exploration in prose 
of the subject of man and the physical universe that compares 
favorably with Eliot's poetic exploration of the subject of 
man and the spiritual realm. 
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